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After our first day in Athens described in our last post (a day on
the Acroplis) we had a couple of days in which we explored a
little more of the country. On Saturday we took a tour in which
we drove northwest out of Athens along the Aegean coast to our
first stop at the Corinth Canal. This deep trench (25 meters wide
at the bottom and 6 kilometers in length) was built in the 1800s
to provide a waterway between the Aegean and Ionian Seas, and
making redundant the roadway that had previously been used
(after unloading ships’ contents at one end, dragging everything
overland, and re-loading at the other end). It is a very deep cut
(several hundred feet) and must have been quite a challenge to
dig 150 years ago. I suppose one measure of the difficulty is that
the Romans tried when they had conquered Greece but gave up
– and, as we have seen here and in so many places – there is
little that defeated the Romans when it came to engineering and
building.
From Corinth, we drove another hour to our first major site, that of the Acropolis of Mycenae. Mycenae
was one of the earliest major centers of Greek civilization and was the home of the King Agamemnon, who
reputedly waged the war against Troy (successfully). He was, however, a ruthless person and had killed his
daughter before setting out to war. This ultimately led to his being killed when he returned to Mycenae
and his tomb is one of the highlights of the visit to this site.

The Acropolis of Mycenae and the Lions
Gate Entrance

Left: Agamemnon’s Tomb
The Acropolis here is much smaller than
the one in Athens and our guide gave
us an excellent description as to why
this one in particular (rather than several larger ones in the area) was selected
for the center of the city. In fact, she
gave us an amazing amount of information on “everything” Greek and presented it in a factual, unbiased manner
without embellishment and with a real
respect for the difficulty in getting the facts on happenings of 3000 or more years ago. We spent about an
hour walking up the hill and, in my case, finding a pathway down the back side which eventually led to the
main entrance. The tomb of Agamemnon, which is a huge dome about fifty feet in height, was located just
outside the village, built into the hillside and very much remind of others we have seen in Ireland and
Scotland.
From Mycenae we drove to a stop for lunch
and then on to the town of Nafplion. This had
been the first capital of Greece after independence from the Ottoman Empire in 1834 –
but for only one year before Athens took over.
It was, however, an interesting and attractive
town with a history from ancient times (there
is an acropolis settlement), to later being occupied (and fortified) by the Venetians (Left)
and by the Turks. It sits right on the water of the Aegean and has two steep hillsides on which are the Ve-

netian and Mycenaean fortifications. We had only
about 45 minutes but we were able to stroll the
quaint streets of the old town and watch the hundreds of locals and tourists enjoying the sun and a
late lunch.
The Mycenaean fortifications on
The acropolis at Nafplion
Our final stop was at the ancient Greek city of Epidaurus which, once again, had a huge archeological site (which we didn’t have time to explore) and
an amazing amphitheater built into the hillside. This was the major reason for our visit to Epidaurus and
was well worth the climb up the hill. The amphitheater is amazingly well preserved with
much of the original stone work in place and
the rest very well restored to blend with the
old. It had been built originally in 400BC but
was expanded to provide more seating 200
years later and the guide made the point that it
was simply enlarged without interfering with
the original structure – and maintaining the excellent acoustics of the former. It is said to have
some of the best acoustics in the world and our
guide attributed this to a number of factors,
including the limestone, the climate and, of
course, the design. It can seat over 12,000 people and is used to this day for summer plays and concerts.
Mid-afternoon on Sunday we picked up the bus for
our guided tour to Cape Sounion, about 1 ½ hours
to the south of the city. Once we were out of the
city center we drove along the Aegean coast, mostly at sea level but occasionally climbing to a few
hundred feet above the water. The coastline is extremely attractive and all the beaches on the route
were well populated on a warm Sunday afternoon.
The main attraction, however, at the extreme
southern tip of the peninsula was the Temple of
Poseidon, set high on a promontory overlooking
the Aegean Sea and at the main sea lane entry to

Athens and other cities in Western Greece. The spot had been picked for a city in ancient times as a defensive measure for Athens but it also served as a major transit point for goods being imported and as a shipbuilding port. Hence it became rather prosperous and – as with all settlements – needed a god to both protect it and to whom appropriate homage could be paid. It is no coincidence then that the god Poseidon was
selected for this temple site, which is much smaller than the Parthenon in Athens but equally well situated
and held similar importance in the several centuries BC.

Without trying to recall the myths surrounding
Poseidon and Athena (of which there are many)
suffice it to say that both gods competed for naming the city that we now know as Athens. Obviously Athena won that particular round but Poseidon
was given – amongst other accolades and trophies
– the perhaps equally important job of defending
Athens and the entire area from this spot at Cape
Sounion. In fact, it would appear that both Poseidon and Athena shared similar positions amongst
the deity and in both Athens and here at Sounion
there are temples to both – but obviously only
one city that we recognize today!
Today (Monday) is our final day in Athens and we spent the majority of it in the Acropolis Museum. This is a
relatively new (and very modern) structure built at the base of the Acropolis and is dedicated entirely to
that site, its history and development, and most importantly to house its treasures. In fact, the whole of
one floor is built to the same measurements as the Parthenon but has an additional 30 feet wide walkway
all around it such that visitors can see what had once been the freeze and porticos of the original building.
The “new” frieze includes original pieces where they are available and plaster copies where originals have
gone missing (many in the British Museum, thanks to the pillaging Lord Elgin) such that the eye really sees
the works of art as they were (without any color, as they would have had in 400 BC) and in the same relative position to those of the original. Obviously it would have been easy enough to put the original bits in

place and leave gaps or, alternatively, to build the whole thing with the plaster castings. But someone
chose to provide a mixture (which, I think would have been an interesting debate to attend when the decision was being made) and has the added benefit that “old” pieces can replace the plaster replicas as they
are unearthed in ongoing excavations – or when the British decide Greece should be the home for these
features of antiquity.

Left: The “New” frieze in the museum and (Right) the Cryatids that adorned
the Erechtheion temple on the Acropolis. The missing one is in London!

The Portico on the Pathenon with Poseidon and Athena
The museum is extremely well laid out with its fine collection, some great videos and digitally enhanced displays,
and lots of descriptive wording for each piece. It is well
worth a visit and provides a wonderful enhancement to
the visit to the Acropolis site, clearly visible from almost
anywhere in the museum
That brought us to the end of this visit to Athens and a
small area of Greece and our exposure to the cradle of
Democracy. We learned a lot – unfortunately, most of it
will be “lost” before we get home – and once again underscored how fortunate we feel to be able to see
these sites and get immersed for a short time in the fantastic history and culture.

